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QUESTION 1

How does the HPE StoreVirtual VSA storage platform scale performance and capacity? 

A. eliminates the need for storage controllers 

B. enables access through multiple protocols 

C. aggregates all resources into a single storage pool 

D. recreates storage pools on multiple devices 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Exhibit: The customer has upgraded the first of their two HPE StoreServ 8200to the latest inform OS version to take the
advantage of the compression feature .You have been asked to design the storage configuration to support oracle
database volume to utilize HPE 3PAR compression . Based on the analysis of the array .what would be your suggestion
to implement the requested change? 

A. Install the catalyst agent on the oracle server to enable inline compression on the selected VV 

B. Configure the source-side the compression to offload compression to the Host 

C. Balance the workloads between the arrays to have enough headroom for compression 

D. Consider adding another node pair for compression to work efficiently 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have just completed a performance analysis of an HPE 3PAR StoreServ 8400 disk array with different tiers at a
customer\\'s site. After reviewing the performance metrics, you determine that they should install a new tier of SSD
drives. 
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Which actions should you recommend they take to fully optimize the array? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure Adaptive Flash Cache. 

B. Configure scheduled tunesys tasks. 

C. Rebalance all flash drives between nodes 0 and 2. 

D. Configure Adaptive Optimization. 

E. Configure dedicated drives to enable Adaptive Flash Cache. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer needs to add another HPE 3PAR StoreServ system and plans to use the federated storage approach. 

Which advantages can the customer expect? (Choose two.) 

A. load balancing 

B. reduced power, cooling, and environmental impacts 

C. allows multiple management tools 

D. easier migration 

E. federated deduplication 

Correct Answer: AD 

Federated storage--Move data between storage systems in a peer-to-peer relationship simply, dynamically, and
nondisruptively to improve storage utilization, balance workloads, and ease storage migration. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are planning a single-site Nimble solution with iSCSI connectivity. Two 10GbE SFP+ dual port NICS are included in
the configuration. You designed an intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) stack with HPE FlexFabric 5900CP switches.
Which statements is correct when discussing the IRF limits for this configuration? 

A. When connecting an iSCSI storage to an IRF stack, a minimum of four 10GbE ports must be used per switch. 

B. A maximum of two switches can be used in an IRF stack when connecting storage. 

C. In an IRF stack with storage connectivity, the 40GbE ports cannot be used. 

D. The used IRF ports for iSCSI traffic have to be configured as 10GbE converged ports. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

Match the feature to the appropriate C-Series DCNM license type. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 7

A customer asks for a 50 TB disk-based backup solution with deduplication. They also need additional storage for
test/dev purposes. 

Which single HPE storage platform can you present to the customer that will meet both of their needs? 

A. HPE Nimble SF series 

B. HPE StoreEasy Gateway 

C. HPE StoreOnce 
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D. HPE Nimble CS series 

Correct Answer: A 

HPE quick specs, they also offer the flash-optimized performance needed to run development/test, QA, and analytics
workloads on your backup data--plus production workloads when needed. 

 

QUESTION 8

Which value does a Nimble solution provide in addition to other HPE storage solutions? 

A. Flat support pricing for all hardware components 

B. Future-proofed for newer technologies 

C. All-inclusive software licensing over 5 years and additional capacity upgrades 

D. Upfront option for free controller upgrade after 3 years 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer is planning to connect a new HPE 3PAR StoreServ system to its existing Synergy based composable
infrastructure via direct-attach. Which tool would be used to manage the storage? 

A. HPE SAN Network Advisor 

B. HPE Synergy Image Streamer 

C. HPE Synergy Composer 

D. HPE InfoSight for 3PAR 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer needs to upgrade their HPE storage environment, including driver and firmware levels and OS, to the latest
version. Where can you find the needed information about supported versions? 

A. HPE Storage Assessment Foundry 

B. HPE SAN Design Reference Guide 

C. HPE OneView 

D. HPE SPOCK 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 11

A customer asks for an integrated solution for their remote office with All-Flesh storage and ease of management.
Application-aware replication to their main office is an important requirement. Which HPE solution component should
you discuss with the customer first? 

A. HPE SimpliVity 380 

B. HPE MSA 2052 Storage 

C. HPE Nimble CS1000 system 

D. HPE 3PAR StoreServ 8200 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer has a new Nimble CS3000 21T storage systems and is facing latency issues for his 2TB ERP database.
What would be a design approach to solve this issue? 

A. Perform controller upgrade to a Nimbel CS3000 storage systems 

B. Add additional SSd drives as cache to the system and PIN the volume 

C. Enable storage tiering on the system and map the volume to the new tier 

D. Change RAID of the drives to RAID -1and setup quality of services for the volume 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

A large organization is experiencing exponential data growth of object storage due to recent mergers and acquisition
.They need an on-premise solution to optimize cost at petabyte scale Which components should you recommend for a
software-defined solution ?(select two) 

A. HPE Appolo 4510 server 

B. HPE Complete -Scalability RING 

C. HPE Synergy 660 Gen10 compute modules 

D. HPE complete -CTERA 

E. HPE 3PAR Storeserv 9450c 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 14

After a performance analysis, a customer plan to reorganize his adaptive Flash cache (AFC) configuration and want to
raise it from 256 to 768GB. Which action is needed to take advantage of the new AFC configuration? 

A. Remove flash cache for all VVS then run create Flash cache 

B. Increase current AFC configuration to reflect the additional space 

C. Remove the old AO configuration and recreate a new one 

D. Run tunesys after raising the AFC to take advantage of the additional space 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You are advising a customer on a new backup strategy to deploy HPE StoreOnce. 

What should you recommend to ensure the best storage utilization and performance? 

A. consolidate activity windows for housekeeping tasks 

B. size solution for a single backup device 

C. combine management and backup Ethernet traffic 

D. use separate backup targets for different data types 

Correct Answer: A 
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